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 Peter Ward at the Eureka, at 
Tucker Creek, 2007

 Peter is a researcher of this area’s 
mining heritage, and compiler of 
these notes. His notes on the reef 
mining history of the Wentworth are 
also available as a companion to 
these more general notes.

 Gavin Keating, at the mouth of 
the Palmerston ‘lower adit’ 
(Grant), 2007

 Gavin has taken most of the fine 
photographs in these booklets, as 
well as having done early research, 
and organising all our field trips.  

    Peter                                  Gavin                                     Fred

 The bush fires that swept Victoria’s High Country in the Summer of 2006-7 exposed 
large areas of our mining and cultural heritage, giving opportunity to map and 
photograph many artifacts of our history that had not been visible for generations.
  It was a brief window of opportunity, and one that closed quickly. The bush, lacking 
overstory, quickly regenerated with a forest floor thicker with scrub than before, and 
once again our history was hidden.

 During that brief window, Peter, Gavin and Fred walked many of these areas, recording 
and photographing.

A very brief

Fred Sargent,  at Union Spur 
(Grant), 2007

 Fred has visited, mapped and 
researched over five thousand 
mines in Victoria’s North East, 
Upper Dargo, Grant and Normanby 
areas.
Fred’s mind is forensic, with 
exacting recall of detail.  
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A contribution by Peter Ward and Gavin Keating to enable those interested to actually find and visit some A contribution by Peter Ward and Gavin Keating to enable those interested to actually find and visit some 
of our heritage mining sites associated with Grant, in the Victorian High Country. of our heritage mining sites associated with Grant, in the Victorian High Country. 

The 2007 bush fires that swept the High country provided opportunity to re-discover the past of 
the Dargo - Crooked River goldfield. Although now a Heritage Area, this great resource lies untapped as 
far as those really interested in a personal discovery of Grant’s mining history is concerned. Whilst the 
road infrastructure is enjoyed by the Four Wheel Drive, and Trail Ride community, and wonderful 
mountain views abound, most will drive right by the finer detail, as the mines and structures of the park 
are nowhere fully or accurately mapped. Most are inaccessible, located in the most inhospitable places. 

These notes and pictures in this set were produced in a "window of opportunity" that may not be 
repeated in the author's lifetime. They are a result of extensive exploration following the fires of the 
summer of 2006-7. A wonderful opportunity presented, with the forest floor being cleaned in most places 
to bare ash, and access unencumbered by scrub or blackberries. 

  Unfortunately, in the years since those fires,  not only has the bush re-grown, but large downpours of 
100 mm during a storm in Feb 2007, followed by 325 mm in the downpours of July 2007, washed great 
amounts of topsoil into the rivers and gullies, leaving many slopes covered in loose rock, "scree", that 
makes walking extremely difficult. Because the fires "crowned" in many areas, the extra sunlight 
reaching the forest floor has enabled the shrub, blackberries, and wattles to grow more profusely than 
previously. Access is now becoming impossible in areas that were previously an easy walk. In many 
places, tracks that had been visible for over one hundred years have become almost untraceable. 

  Of particular disappointment, immense mud and rock slides have covered the once exposed remains 
of the Good Hope battery site, and items of great historical importance are no longer visible. The 
Mountaineer battery has, since our first visit, been undermined, and toppled into Good Luck Creek. 

  The assistance of Beechworth historian, mapper and researcher, Fred Savage is greatly appreciated, 
and his thorough work on checking leases and correspondence has resulted in some revision of mine 
names and locations as shown on several popular maps. (Mines in the Grant Historic Area originally fell 
within the Beechworth Mining District)  Andrew Swift, who was employed by Heritage Victoria to map 
sites following the 2003 fires, has been of invaluable assistance. His sharp eye and knowledge of early 
mining process’ has enabled us to find and identify sites and objects most would walk right past.

T h e  a c c o m p a n y i n g  n o t e s  a r e  n o t  w r i t t e n  a s  a  t r a d i t i o n a l  h i s t o r y  w o u l d  b e , s o  
b e s t   r e a d   R o b  C h r i s t i e ' s  “ V i c t o r i a ' s  F o r g o t t e n  G o l d f i e l d ”  b e f o r e  v i s i t i n g  t h e  
G r a n t  H i s t o r i c  A r e a .

 
Research and text, Peter Ward  peter.ward12@bigpond.com
Photography, Gavin Keating, used with permission. 
Newspaper “clippings”, all per search  on newspaper and date as indicated on article headers, at 
“Trove”, trove.nla.gov.au (1)

Above right:- Walking East along the sled track from the head of Uncle Tom's  load out above the Good Hope battery, to the Uncle Tom 
mine three months after the 2006-7  bush fires. Whilst logic may indicate it is easier to “drop over” from the Collingwood Spur track to the 
Uncle Tom, this picture indicates the steepness of the country is about sixty degrees, and should help convince that following these notes 
may  reduce your efforts in finding these key  sites. 

 “Bookmarking” some of the mines hidden within the 
Grant Historic Area.
  All mines are individually covered in forty booklets that 
make up this set.

The track maps for Britannia and Eldorado ridges, both early
 access’ to the Crooked Rive are unique to this booklet.



This document is a preface to a complete set of notes, published as individual PDF’s
The series covers the following mines, and were put together with no particular concern for relative
 Importance. We visited every site, and present comprehensive documentation of each one:-

1.  Uncle Tom
2.  Mountaineer
3.  Victoria Creek
4.  Red Rose
5.  Eldorado
6.  Good Hope
7.  Traill's
8.  Good Luck
9.  Jeff Davis
10. Normanby
11. Union
12. Eureka
13. Palmerston
14. Glengarry
15. Black Snake Creek
16  Pioneer
17. Warhawk 
18. Reliance
19. Eureka
19. Rubbly
20 Garry Castle
21. Haunted Stream
22. Upper Tierneys
23. Good Hope battery
24. Wentworth
25. Deptford. (A ring in, definitely not High Country!)
26. Fern Hill
27. Globe
28. Glenora
29. (Not yet published)
30. Tubbarubba  (Another ring in!)
31. Victoria Mine and Battery
32. Time Will Tell
33. Nelson
34. Teddington
35. Grimross
36. Mornington battery
37. Brother Johnathon
38. Bank of England
39. Pioneer
40. Other.  Collection of smaller mines, to complete the historical record.
41. Other #2

                                           Peter Ward,  peter.ward12@bigpond.com 15/Jul/2018

mailto:peter.ward12@bigpond.com


Unfortunately, few early pictures of the Mt Pleasant township exist, but one of Grant's early 
solicitors, J. Emerson, sketched the double main street in about 1865
                                                                         Center For Gippsland Studies Images. http://arrow.monash.edu.au/hdl/1959.1/71164 

F.W Cornell pictured Grant township,past ts peak in the 1870's

Looking down the double main street, 1870's. Visitors to Grant today can stand in
 the spot where his photo was taken, and gaze in wonder. Nothing remains.



Standing looking down the dual main street, 2007, in the exact spot where the original
 was taken leaves you with a a vision of a dream now passed, but somehow still
lingering on.

This short extract, from eyes of the times, says it all.

     A PIONEER’S REMINISCENCES.   (By “Sandy Rollingstone”)

“And Grant!  Surely it productive, repose, so long durative cannot be the sleep of 
eternity?  There may be a morn of reawakening yet to come for that long-cursed field of 
baffled mining enterprise.  Among its thousand and on squibs and fizzles, which blazed and 
spluttered for an hour, there were also the Pioneer, of immense shallow richness; the Good 
Hope, which for consecutive years, in descending levels average 2oz per ton; the Jeff Davis, 
the Jolly Sailor, and yet others which gave some assurance of permanence.  These are not 
absolutely abandoned; there is yet holding and half-souled working in their favour; but 
“Ichabod” is written upon the district.  Under every cloud is a brief glory of the past, its 
untold possibilities of the future lie hidden, forgotten in the past, faintly credited in the 
future.  The ”township” is now a cluster of six buildings – a pub of which Jem Thomas, the 
original and immortal “Jolly Sailor,” is host; the store reigned over by Harrison, whose 
synonym is and always was “Grant and its advancement,” and some four dwelling places 
whose denizens are too tired to shift elsewhere.  Hard it is to reconcile this present aspect 
with recollections of a generation back; harder still to credit that matters will be ever thus.  
“No smoke without fire,” saith the proverb; in all verily there was surface smoke of a golden 
hue around this ash-heap sufficient to justify belief in smouldering auriferous fuel below.”
  
( E x t r a c t  f r o m  l o n g  a r t i c l e  o n  d i s t r i c t ,  A l p i n e  O b s e r v e r ,  2 2 n d  D e c e m b e r ,  1 8 9 9 ,  p e r  A n d r e w  S w i f t  
p r i v a t e  n o t e b o o k ,,  “ “ T H E  N O R T H E A S T  &  G I P P S L A N D  G O L D F I E L D S , V O L U M E  N o .  1 0  T H E  G R A N T ,  
C R O O K E D  R I V E R  &  D A R G O  A R E A  G O L D F I E L D S ” )



“Sandy Rollingstone”  had also earlier in his series of submissions captured the picture perfectly, and it was not a 
pretty one.

“The Grant rush of 1864 caused by the discovery of the Pioneer lode on the river, the Jolly Sailors and 
other lodes on the mount, drew many adventurers from the Ovens Valley, few of whom reaped much 
benefit.  Taking it “big and large,” it was a fraud, a delusion, and a snare of Nature’s own concoction, but 
little assisted by pirates and sharks then new in their trade.  The country was seamed with lodes and 
leaders, some moderately rich, all more or less visibly auriferous.  To the best of my recollection 
upwards of three hundred prospecting claims were registered, each supposedly upon a separate line of 
reef.  Investors of small amounts rolled up freely, and finders of a new thing had no difficulty in 
parting with fractions of their discoveries at prices ranging from the modest “tenner” to the reckless 
century.  “Sailor Bill” and “Stuttering Fred” found and sold a reef per day upon the average; “Sploger,” a 
new chum of “Yankee Brown’s” party, registered the “Grant,” “Lee,” and “Great Republic,” all clean, gold-
showing outcrops, as the result of one day’s prospecting.  Richer and more daring speculators thronged 
in from the metropolis, buying moderate shows like the “Union” at big process and unloading to 
advantage in Melbourne.  Hugh Glass, the squatter millionaire; Greenlaw, of the Colonial Wattine, 
Schuhkrafft, and a score more big-bug plungers, waded in considerably over their boots.  Chief Justice 
Stawell paid £800 for a small interest in the “Young American.”   Things were furiously gay and gaudy for 
a while; a township of banks, hotels, stores, what not, sprang up as if by magic.  Sawyers, splitters, bark 
strippers, charged and got almost what price they chose; while rival publicans and shanty-keepers fought 
for the lumber, palings, and shingles as they developed from the magnificent mountain ash and 
woollybutts which towered on the mountain slopes.  Peter White, first successfully installed publican, 
was said to have taken across the bar £600 on his opening day and night.  Probably half that amount 
would be no exaggeration.  

Up to this point prospectors had done well, selling a portion of their finds and “standing on 
velvet” as to the remainder, or parting in full and hurrying to look for more.  They had come fairly well 
out of the struggle with “pouches” not unfrequently running well into the hundreds and sometimes 
topping a thousand or two.  But now a curious revelation came about.  Prospectors came to think that in 
accepting their own price for the shows found by them they had been badly taken down, and had parted 
foolishly.  Not only refusing to sell at, sometimes, enormous figures, they entered the market and bought 
freely scrip in the “wild cats” which mewed around.  Foley’s, who at first would have cheerfully parted 
with a fourth in the Eldorado for £50 to a working partner, refused £5000 for the same share, invested 
all they [next few words indecipherable] for his interest in the Malvern, and sank every penny in “Old 
Mac’s” swindle.  Many more such instances came under observation.  Fairly acquainted with the general 
crowd, I cannot enumerate a dozen who finally brought away anything from Grant.  The field was a 
complete and murderous fizzle.  Up to that date there was never so utter a general failure following 
early promise of high character.  Barring the “Good Hope,” in expensive country, whose diorites were the 
hardest I have ever known, and some very few others, not a reef “lived” beyond shallow depths.  As a 
fossicking ground of short-lived “squibs” it has since precariously maintained a scant and scattered 
population.  What might yet be done by costly, deeper exploration is a question likely to be solved in the 
near future.  So many came to utter confusion through their connection with Grant that, to this day, its 
name positively stinks in the market.  In the mild mining boom of three years ago an effort was made 
to place some of its least reviled properties, but the little affair did not come off.  The public was not 
taking any.”  Section from longer article on district, Alpine Observer, 1st December, 1899 

( E x t r a c t e d  f r o m  l o n g  a r t i c l e  o n  d i s t r i c t ,  A l p i n e  O b s e r v e r ,  2 2 n d  D e c e m b e r ,  1 8 9 9 ,  p e r  A n d r e w  S w i f t  
p r i v a t e  n o t e b o o k ,,  “ “ T H E  N O R T H E A S T  &  G I P P S L A N D  G O L D F I E L D S , V O L U M E  N o .  1 0  T H E  G R A N T ,  
C R O O K E D  R I V E R  &  D A R G O  A R E A  G O L D F I E L D S ” )

 T h e s e  n o t e s ,  a n d  t h o s e  i n  t h e  o t h e r  f o r t y  “ b o o k l e t s ”  a r e  b r i e f  s a m p l e r ,  
a n d  i n  n o  w a y  a  t r u e  h i s t o r i c  s t u d y  o f  t h i s  g o l d f i e l d .  W h e r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  i s  
g i v e n ,  i t  i s  u s u a l l y  i n  t h e  f o r m  o f  ‘ c l i p p i n g s ’  f r o m  t h e  d a y .  W e  h a v e  a d d e d  
b y  v i s i t i n g ,  p h o t o g r a p h i n g ,  a n d  m a p p i n g  e v e r y  m a j o r  m i n e .

T h e  f o l l o w i n g  s e l e c t i o n s  a r e  d e s i g n e d  t o  f o c u s  y o u r  m i n d  o n  t h e  l a w l e s s  
a n d  s p e c u l a t i v e  n a t u r e  o f  t h i s  e a r l y  g o l d f i e l d ,  a s  r e c o r d e d  b y  p e r s o n s  o f  
t h e  d a y .



These notes will take you on a journey, putting reality to an interest hopefully already 
kindled by reading such as "Victoria's Forgotten Goldfield" (Christie and Grey),or skimming 
“Dargo and Crooked River Mining Notes”(2) or from taking a 4x4 trip through the magnificent  
Crooked River / Grant / Wonnongatta area. It is one thing to read about these mines, another 
to feel the remoteness and experience their difficulty of access, yet another to sense the 
work required in establishing a claim and building a hut on slopes of up to sixty degrees 
such as on the lower adit of the Britannia. Hopefully, this guide will take you right to the spot 
so you can enjoy a oneness with history that we have enjoyed.

Magnificent descriptions of the flourishing Grant township may enchant the mind, but we 
need to balance vision with a knowledge of the reality. The Crooked River was a hostile environment 
from the beginning. Isolation, dry summers, bitterly cold winters, highly broken ground, and 
investment driven from afar with decisions based on second hand chains of information combined  
with  the absolute and unforgiving expectation of success as measured in generous dividends.
 
 The reality was a goldfield full of deception, speculation, unsavoury characters, and for most, 
shattered dreams.
 The first extract that  follows is a  the contemporary reflection, written but fifteen years from Grant's 
heyday. It is a sobering reminder of the confluence of dream and reality in this isolated country. It will 
help the field researcher to understand, after tramping over lease after lease that has no visible sign 
of any working, or just the smallest of "prospects," that much was done just to succour in the city 
money. There were indeed, large elements of a “bubble” in the development of the Crooked river 
goldfield,  as this sobering reflection from the Crooked River Correspondent of the Gippsland Times 
alludes in  January 1884.

 
 “THE EARLY DAYS OF THE CROOKED RIVER. (FROM OUR GRANT CORRESPONDENT.) In an 
article recently alluded to in your columns, written by Mr R. Brough Smyth, entitled "Goldfields east 
of the 145th meridian," he makes some very pertinent remarks in connection with this district, and 
which, having a more than local interest, deserve transcribing into your columns verbatim. He writes 
as  follows :-" The quartz reefs of Gippsland, with one or two remarkable exceptions, have not up to 
the present time rewarded the enterprise of miners and investors. Those which were discovered in 
1864 in lower silurian strata on the Crooked River were at one time (and no doubt with reason) 
regarded as valuable, but the gold-field was ruined by " miners" who never used a pick, and by gangs 
of speculators who flocked to the spot from every unclean place in the colony. Numerous reefs were 
seen on the surface in the ranges forming the eastern rim of the basin of the Crooked River, and in 
the adjacent spurs. They were well developed, and, as a rule easily followed; but mining was never 
intended by the greater number of those who marked out claims. A few pieces of stone were broken 
out, and shares were put on the market, and as soon as a few pounds were obtained, the promoters 
started afresh in other places. 
 Many of the so-called reefs were only leaders, almost vertical, and varying in thickness from 1 inch 
to 18 inches, but they were highly auriferous. The yields per ton of a few of these veins taken at. 
random, suffice to show the quality of the the stone :- 11dwt, 18dwt, loz 5dwt, loz 10dwt, 2oz 14dwt, 
3oz, 5oz, and 11 oz.
 The Mountaineer Company had a true reef, varying from 8 feet to 10 feet in thickness where they
 cut in their tunnel, and the average yield from 10 tons was 5dwt per ton. The Good Hope mine at 
 one period was in great favour, though the vein worked was on the average not more than 10 inches 
 in thickness. Other thicker veins were cut, but I cannot ascertain what quantities of gold they 
yielded. 
 From November, 1867, to February, 1868, 697 tons were taken from the thin vein, and crushed, and 
the average yield per ton was 4oz 1dwt 21gr. Prosperity however quickly departed from the Crooked 
River reefs, and the town Grant has fallen into decay. In 1865 some 1,300 persons were living in the 
vicinity of the reefs, and when I last saw the once prosperous and well-situated town, where the 
speculators and miners used to congregate, it presented a sad and forlorn aspect. The weatherboard 
dwelling houses were empty; the hotels were empty; and the bottles and sardine tins, which were 
plentifully strewn everywhere, were no doubt also empty. The streets were deserted, and the few 
fowls, pigs, and goats that wandered about seemed to deplore the desolation around them. There are 
now only 20 or 25 quartz miners in the whole of the  Crooked River division, and less than 60 
alluvial miners. Even the Chinamen have forsaken the vicinity of Grant. Mr Smyth, when writing 
this, had evidently been well posted up, for with one trifling exception, all he there asserts can be 
amply endorsed. 



The discovery of the reefs in this district, following so shortly the discovery of the rich reefs at 
Woods' Point, very naturally attracted "gangs of speculators"  who pegged out or caused to be 
pegged out, every square yard of ground they could get at, whether the  claim showed gold or not, it 
was not much matter so long as they held some title to a mining area there was the chance of 
selling, and so eager were Melbourne men to obtain a show, that I have known them give £400 for an 
ordinary sized claim that had never had a pick put into it, nor any indications of there being  any 
auriferous stone, while any claim that could show gold at all, would command fabulous prices. I 
have known sixteenths sold for £800 and prospecting shaft only down 10 feet. Of course this opened 
up splendid opportunities for swindling, which was taken every advantage of. 
One miner found a really decent show, but after driving along the line of reef a short distance, 
found the reef break short off in consequence of a fault in the country. This ingenious scamp built 
in very carefully all the blocks of quartz he had taken out last so that the face of the tunnel, to an 
unsophisticated mind, appeared to be in its pristine state, and any intending purchaser-sufficiently 
verdant, had no difficulty in knocking out splendid specimens.  £2,000 was given for the claim, a 
company formed, battery erected, and thousands of pounds spent, and of course the inevitable 
collapse was not long in coming. Another party had a good show, but on sinking on the reef, made 
the discovery that it thinned out in the shaft, at a depth of 40 feet. 
 Some Melbourne speculators who were negotiating for the purchase of this mine sent a then well-
known mining broker to transact the business. His advent on the claim created quite a commotion 
among the shareholders. To keep him out of the shaft was now indispensible, so he was first invited 
to the hut where he was treated right royally, with the usual miners prodigality. In the meantime 
word was passed to the men at the shaft to prepare for the visit of inspection. It was a close sultry 
day in Feb. and a free use of the ventilating air fan had  to be made to keep the air good below. The 
men at once went down the shaft, drilled a hole, put a charge of gunpowder, made it all ready for 
lighting, and finally tied up the lower end of the hose which came from the ventilating fan. They 
then came on top and patiently awaited the arrival of the gentleman from the hut. From their point 
of advantage they could easily spot him as he wended his way up the side of the range,  and when 
they thought that he was sufficiently near they ignited the fuse just as he put his foot on the plat, 
boom went the charge. The men of course were profuse in their apologies, had they "only known he 
was coming five minutes sooner they would not have fired, but never mind they would blow the 
smoke out,"  of course the shaft was then full of the dense powder smoke, which on such a close day 
would take a good deal of expelling, the men set the air fan going furiously with no visible result, 
of course, on account of the hose being tied up as mentioned. The shareholders would-be vendors in 
pretended rage, indulged in much profanity at the men's seeming stupidity. The visitor became 
impatient; having come to visit the mine he must go down the shaft if possible but cannot wait long 
as urgent business requires his presence in Melbourne. But the smoke is obdurate, nothing but an 
opaque mass of vilianous powder smoke meets the  eye as the shaft is anxiously peered down, and 
at last the visitor is reluctantly compelled to go without inspecting. This little arrangement did not 
go off satisfactorily as the broker evidently "smelt a rat," and the negotiations fell I through, but 
some other party was the victim afterwards.
 Dozens of these kind of tricks could be related, but this is enough for a sample.
   The Melbourne money that was spent in this district between 1864 and 1870 was
 enormous, and yet only a very small percentage was spent legitimately. The sharks that gathered 
from every unclean place in the colony fattened upon the spoil, and our reputation was damned. We 
were a big community then, with 27 licensed public houses in the township, shanties and and four 
banks. The rush was, in a measure, justifiable for the crushings from some of the mines were 
encouraging. In 1865 the first crushing of the Pioneer yielded 1,500oz from 300 tons, and the Jeff 
Davis 1,760oz from 360 tons, and the Good Hope 588oz from 370 tons. In 1866 there was a total of 
64 crushings which were taken from 38 different reefs. Twenty of these crushings went over 1oz to 
the ton; six over 2oz; three over 3oz ; and one each 6, 7, 81, and 22oz respectively.
These yields were certainly encouraging, but as a set off we must take into consideration the 
enormous price of everything at that time. Ordinary wages were £3 10a per week. all skilled labor 
was £5 and £1per week. Many mining companies had "more cats than mice," one company for three 
months was spending £21 a week for managers, and only two men to manage. 



 All freight was very high : crushing from 20s to 40s per ton ; board and lodging from 30S to 50s per 
week ; all nobblers 1s. With these prices ruling, it is not to be wondered at that many mines which 
yielded well would not yield sufficient to meet these heavy demands. Outside capitalists naturally 
backed out and became afraid to embark in anything, however promising, until at last we were left to 
ourselves and our own resources. The parties that were left  pottered on a few years, but not having the 
necessary capital to properly develop the mines, the place as a quartz-roofing district gradually 
collapsed. Causes which hampered capitalists, of course harassed those left behind, until at last there 
was not a reef in work, and our miners had to rely solely on the alluvial workings. 
A few years since a revival in quartz reefing took place, and a good deal of public money has been 
expended, but without as yet any good results, and here again we have had to contend against the 
difficulties of transit and other heavy charges, but what has assisted to strand us mostly has been 
incompetent mining managers, sent up from Melbourne and other places, who evidently had the en tire 
confidence of their employers, and who were entrusted with the expenditure of hundreds of pounds, but 
who were totally incapable of conducting mining operations in the mountains. Being so far from the  
scene of operations, the majority of shareholders cannot very easily visit the mines they have an 
interest in, and have therefore to trust implicitly to the statements of the men whom the directors may 
have sent up. One public company sent a mining manager up to take charge of large interests which 
required exceptional and special knowledge of mining however. Of course he succeeded in spending 
several hundred pounds with the result that the claim was thrown up and this place got a bad name ;  
but the claim will prove a success yet at some future day.
Another public company appointed as mining manager a man of very small skill in his own trade, but 
who could lay claim to no skill at all in mining; he had to seek the advice, in the smallest of matters, of 
some one or other of his men ; he was the laughing stock of his staff, who fooled him as they liked, 
while his ideas of economy were only bounded by the amount of money the shareholders would cash up; 
no self reliance, no administrative capacity. But this was not the worst of it; he went on blundering and 
making mistakes the further he went, until the work had fairly cornered him, and to screen himself he 
had to resort to misrepresentation. Finding himself likely to go to the wall he turns at bay, makes 
sweeping assertions of the place and people which are not true, but is believed in Melbourne because 
there is no one there to contradict them, and false motives are imputed to local representations, the 
ultimate result being that all work is abandoned after hundreds of pounds have been spent in trying " 
how not to find a reef,"with the usual sequel that this place is made responsible for his blundering, and 
other people will get at some future time the gold the company should have had. Another company also 
sent up a mining manager to do certain work. He evidently came up with the intention of doing the 
work as far as he was able,and came up expecting to find a rough country, but when lie came to realise 
what a precipitous country it really was he was fairly frightened and so far demoralised that he had to 
resort to six weeks intense application to beer and billiards, leaving a staff of men to muddle on 
without orders.
  Ultimately a report is sent to the directors that after visiting the mine he recommends the
 company to spend no further money, as the mine is not worth it. Now, there is every reason for 
 presuming that he never set his foot on the claim, and there is every reason for knowing that 
 had he set his foot in the mine there was no means of his arriving at any estimate of the value
 of it without considerable labour on account of its being completely blocked up. The result is 
 that the directors act in accordance with his advice and throw up the claim, and our reputation 
 is still further dammed. And yet there is no better show in the Gippsland ranges than this. 
  To this misrepresentation of this class of men is due the present estimate of us in outside places. Mr 
Smyth alluded to once reef in the paragraph quoted as The Mountaineer. The reef and tunnel are still 
 there waiting the attention of the lucky company who will have the courage to see it out. There 
 is no reef in the entire district which our working miners are so much enamoured of as this one, 
 and a couple of years ago when work was plentiful they formed themselves into a registered company 
(Columbia) with the view of legitimately working the mine, but unfortunately they came into contact 
with a rival company, and the threatened litigation frightened many of the Columbia share holders, who 
backed out ultimately, for a consideration which was never obtained. The  Mountaineer was  transferred 
to the rival company, but speedy retribution followed, for by false representations  of their owner people 
they were induced to abandon the mine, and since then our local men have not  been in a position to 
take it up. From 1864 to the present time this district has not had fair play, but in the  fullness of time 
we shall take our place amongst the larger gold producing districts of the colony. 
  Author anonymous as “CROOKED RIVER (From Our Grant Correspondent)”,  Gippsland Times 11th Jan 1884, P2, Retrieved from Trove.nla.gov.au 



  

Plan of Grant Township. 
Retrieved from prov.vic.gov.au as “GrantTownshipPlanImperialmeasure5346.pdf”, VPRS 14171/5346 on 18/7/2014



 Another extract, “Jumpers”, and speculators in action in 1865!
  
(FROM OUR OWN  CORRESPONDENT.) JUNE 24. Some excitement has been caused by the 
proceedings of an organized party of jumpers, who are for operating on an extensive scale. 
It fortunately transpired that they intended to jump all the township allotments, where the 
business licences had run out ; but this scheme got wind, and the consequence was a rush 
for licences, which must have brought a good round sum to the treasury. Several claims 
have been jumped by these men, and an attempt made to take advantage of a Beechworth 
bye-law, giving the priority of water to creek claims, for the purpose of embarrassing the 
crushing machines, and compelling the owners to buy off the jumpers. In the case of the 
Victoria Company, the jumping is said to have been a friendly act, in-tended to secure the 
ground until the company could take out a lease of the water right.; but a crook claim has 
been taken up on the Good Hope machinery site, and a first right to water applied for by a 
person of the name of Carton, reported to be the representative of a Melbourne 
prospecting association, known here as the Tailors' Company.
It is well understood here that there is no payable gold left in the creeks, and that the only 
object of these men is to extort money from the bona fide miner, but there is, fortunately, 
little chance of their succeeding. It, however affords one more instance of the necessity for 
competent mining legislation, and the absurdity of leaving this important interest to the 
tender mercies of ignorant mining boards.
Sales of shares in some of our mining schemes are reported as having been effected in 
Melbourne, at prices which excite no little surprise at the gullibility of tho Melbourne 
people, and the public should be warned that we have a class of men here doing more harm 
to the true interests of the district than oven the professional jumpers, and whose 
occupation is hardly more honest. These are the well-dressed vultures, who make a 
business of getting mining concerns into a repute they do not deserve, and then go to 
Melbourne, and get off the shares at ridiculously high prices. If it were not for the injury it 
inflicts on the district, there would be no great harm in teaching some of the Melbourne 
capitalists, through the medium of their pockets, that common prudence and caution are as 
requisite in mining ventures as in other descriptions of business. They would not dream of 
buying a station, or house, or ship from the representations of an interested seller ; yet this 
is what they do with mining shares, and when they have burnt their fingers they blame the 
mining, instead of their own want of caution in entering into it. They should not be 
influenced by the tempting accounts of large reefs, or the exhibition of rich specimens; but 
should remember that a roof may be a large one and have little if any gold in it ; that rich 
patches of gold are occasionally found where the bulk of the reef will not pay ; that even 
where all the quartz is rich, the reef may be so small as to render it nearly worthless; that 
good quartz is often found on the surface, and dies out in depth ; and that to constitute a 
paying reef, such as warrants a high price being given for the shaves, requires a fair amount 
of gold distributed through the quartz, a certain thickness of the latter, and the mine 
opened to prove such on extent of reef as will put the question of success beyond a doubt.
There are already a few good mines opened in this district, whose future prosperity is 
certain, and a goodly number, where the appearances are so promising as to justify the 
expenditure required to test them thoroughly, or even in some cases the purchase, at a 
moderate premium the outlay; not to pay the prices for the latter class of mines that ought 
only to be given for tho former, can only bring loss on the speculators and discredit on the 
district.
      Author anonymous as “OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT” ,  Gippsland Times 3rd Jul 1865, P2, “Trove” nla.org (1)
                  



    The editor of the Argus clearly saw the elements of a bubble. An editorial on Monday 26th 1865 
warned about the developing  mania, for scrip and especially notes the “unproven reefs” of the 
Crooked river.

“……..While the rage for speculating in shares has already reached higher than we have ever known it in 
this colony, it must at the same time be admitted that there is a sounder basis for the popular 
enthusiasm than there has been at any time before. While many of the schemes before the public are 
undoubtedly based upon the slenderest possible grounds- while many are put forward without any idea 
whatever of their being eventually tested- while some even of the genuine undertakings are rated at an 
absurdly high price in the market, we must allow that on this occasion our gold-mines, in being or in 
prospect, really do represent an enormous amount of natural wealth which all the labour and all the 
capital in the colony cannot exhaust in the next half-century. The extent of auriferous ground now 
being developed, especially in the Alpine districts of the east, is such as the wildest imagination could 
not have conceived six years ago. ……..
...….. In the meantime, however, it would be only common prudence to suggest that, as yet, there is much 
that is uncertain in the character of the gold bearing reefs. As yet, they have not been tested so much 
for the gold they may contain as for their speculative resources. A mine, in fact, is a rich mine, not 
because of its abundance of gold, but for its capability of being advantageously placed on the market. 
The prospectors, in general, are in too great haste to turn their prospects into shares and shares into 
"scrip." We have already seen how, even in the most genuine undertakings, there has been a disposition 
to divide the meat before the beast is killed. The public ought to take warning from past experience as 
to some of the doings in the share market. It is probable that many of the schemes are sound, but it is 
impossible that those who launch them into the world can yet know them to be so. The purchaser has 
now more than ever need of the old caution, caveat emptor. If he deals in shares merely on the faith of 
a broker's report, he either deliberately purposes to engage in a lottery, or he puts his money into an 
unknown investment. The end may be to put money into the pockets of a few, but the operation will 
certainly involve, as it did in 1859, the ruin and misery of hundreds.”
                                                                  ARGUS  (EDITORIAL),    MONDAY, JANUARY 16, 1865.  Retrieved from trove.nla.vic.gov.au, 16/07/2014

Again on Dec. 2 1865  the “Mining Notes” noted:-

“…………... The surveyor for the division states a fact which should have some significance for 
Melbourne speculators, and which it will be well to store up for future guidance. He shows that of more 
than 125 gold-mining leases taken up, not twenty are worked ; and that in the many tunnelling claims 
applied for scarcely any work has been done. They were intended for purely speculative purposes-for the 
Melbourne market, in fact-and when the bubble burst, the actors in it made their way to New Zealand or 
elsewhere.” 
“                                                                “MINING NOTES”  Argus, Dec. 2 1865  Retrieved from trove.nla.vic.gov.au, 16/07/2014

( These early speculative claims referred to  were alluvial, reef mining was not yet under way on the ‘Crooked.)

These references give a slant on your understanding of the Crooked River Goldfield. For those interested in a 
more complete picture of the birth, flourish, and death of Grant, the author has collected nearly all the Crooked 
River “From Our Own Correspondent” articles from 1865 to 1875 into a single file, which are available for private 
research. (3) 

Refs.
1. Trove (trove.nla.gov.au) search of newspaper and date indicated were retrieved  by a search in the following 
form

                     Search in:-  “Gippsland Times”
         All the words:- “crooked river”
        The phrase:- “our own correspondent”
         Any of these words:- mine lease claim adit shaft drive crushed crushing oz machine

                      Search in:- Articles

2.”Dargo and Crooked River Mining Notes” are available at  
http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/20707/20090824-0548/www.heritage.vic.gov.au/admin/file/content2/c7/Dargo%26Cr
ookedRiver.pdf

3. Now downloadable from excelworks.info/Goldfields/

http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/20707/20090824-0548/www.heritage.vic.gov.au/admin/file/content2/c7/Dargo%26CrookedRiver.pdf
http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/20707/20090824-0548/www.heritage.vic.gov.au/admin/file/content2/c7/Dargo%26CrookedRiver.pdf


Early sketch of the Grant area, as extracted from  publication “G12988_285M2” from 
Geological Survey of Victoria, Earth Resources Policy and Programs



Mines North West of the Grant Township.

APPENDIX- Maps

On the following pages are copies of some ancient maps of unknown origin, with lease markings 
and penciled mine names. Sketches may not be totally accurate, and it would be safer to refer to the
 gps points in the individual folders.



“G28897_track-571_plan_colour” 
downloaded from 
Geological Survey of Victoria  
Earth Resources Policy and 
Programs 



The track shown on the previous page as suggested by  Inspector Bremner, to run from Grant along Eldorado Spur to the Crooked 
River was eventually built. The path shown on the Firemap T8323-3-1 is obviously an approximation at the lower end, ( not shown)
We walked the track after the fires, and include here the GPS log

Despite what ‘Parks Victoria’ promote on their website, on our last visit this track had received zero maintenance, was overgrown, 
washed out in places, and very hard to find in places

The current (2018) Parks Victoria 
‘Grant Historic Area’ repeats the path 
shown on the Firemap.

NOT as we GPS’d it!



The original track plan shows the location correctly, and is 
in accordance with our mapping that follows.



If you followed the ‘Firemap’ you would expect to start rising from Eldorado Creek just after the junction with Victoria 
Creek. In fact you must walk further up Eldorado Creek to find the ‘switchback’ shown, which was  well cut into the 
hillside.

This has the potential to be a wonderful tourist walk, but at present, I expect the lower end along the Jungle Creek, is 
totally over-grown with blackberry and scrub.
Even finding the start, just opposite the first road entrance to the Grant township, will be a challenge.
Addding to the challenge, the fires of 2006-7 had burned Manuka scrub so fiercely that  all that remained were sharp 
pointed stubs protruding up to 20cm from the ground

Grant-Crooked River, Eldorado Spur Track

Track has totally lost definition in 
places here

Huge log across  track
here where you turn to go west

Some benching collapsed where you 
start on south side of Jungle creek



NAME, DESCRIPTION, LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, COLOR, SYMBOL
334, , -37.3734002, 147.11427878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
335, , -37.3734902, 147.11502878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
336, , -37.3733102, 147.11533878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
337, , -37.3735602, 147.11569878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
338, , -37.3737502, 147.11613878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
339, , -37.3737302, 147.11620878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
340, , -37.3736702, 147.11621878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
341, , -37.3738602, 147.11646878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
342, , -37.3739102, 147.11666878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
343,  old track marker on tree, -37.3740202, 147.11727878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
344, , -37.3739902, 147.11777878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
345, , -37.3739602, 147.11818878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
346, , -37.3739402, 147.11895878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
347,  hut, -37.3740602, 147.11942878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
348,  hut , -37.3740702, 147.11948878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
349,  hut, -37.3740902, 147.11966878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
350, , -37.3740202, 147.12027878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
351, , -37.3735702, 147.12131878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
352,  immense pile rock workings, -37.3733802, 147.12180878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
353, , -37.3731802, 147.12273878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
354, , -37.3731502, 147.12299878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
355, , -37.3730502, 147.12324878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
356, , -37.3729002, 147.12353878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
357,  hut, -37.3725202, 147.12386878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
358,  deep hole in alluvium, -37.3724002, 147.12411878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
359, , -37.3721802, 147.12434878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
360, , -37.3714302, 147.12408878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
361, , -37.3709902, 147.12415878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
362, , -37.3706902, 147.12417878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
363, , -37.3702802, 147.12433878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
364, , -37.3695602, 147.12480878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
365, , -37.3692102, 147.12531878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
366, , -37.3688702, 147.12570878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
367, , -37.3683502, 147.12594878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
368,  crossing ck, -37.3681902, 147.12608878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
369, , -37.3676002, 147.12589878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
370, , -37.3666302, 147.12645878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
371, , -37.3662602, 147.12647878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
372, , -37.3653402, 147.12718878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
373, , -37.3648402, 147.12789878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
374, , -37.3670902, 147.12874878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
375, , -37.3666102, 147.13025878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
376, , -37.3658902, 147.13115878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
377, , -37.3653102, 147.13202878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
378, , -37.3649202, 147.13574878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
379, , -37.3646702, 147.13603878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
380, , -37.3642502, 147.13586878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
381, , -37.3642102, 147.13580878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
398, start, -37.3739202, 147.10690878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
399, , -37.3733102, 147.11072878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
401, lge pile sluiced rocks, -37.3731602, 147.11191878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
402, 14' timbered shaft, -37.3730902, 147.11287878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
404, lge hole, -37.3732402, 147.11369878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
407, , -37.3543902, 147.14338878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
408, , -37.3546202, 147.14374878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
412, , -37.3469302, 147.15014878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
413, , -37.3468102, 147.15038878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
414, , -37.3466702, 147.15051878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
415, , -37.3465502, 147.15068878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
416, , -37.3464602, 147.15079878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
417, , -37.3463802, 147.15088878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
418, , -37.3463302, 147.15112878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
454, start down eldorado track, -37.3463502, 147.15127878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
455, , -37.3479702, 147.14965878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
456, , -37.3481302, 147.14969878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
457, , -37.3483802, 147.14974878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
458, , -37.3492802, 147.14992878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
459, , -37.3528202, 147.14667878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
460, , -37.3530202, 147.14661878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
461, , -37.3534702, 147.14631878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
462, , -37.3536802, 147.14598878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
463, , -37.3538202, 147.14562878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
464, , -37.3540102, 147.14527878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
465, , -37.3542802, 147.14496878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
466, , -37.3544202, 147.14436878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
467, , -37.3543502, 147.14341878, YELLOW, CIRCLE
546, on eldorado walk track, -37.36292998, 147.13627999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
547, on eldorado walk track, -37.36269998, 147.13631999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
548, on eldorado walk track, -37.36197998, 147.13642999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
549, on eldorado walk track, -37.36165998, 147.13670999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
550, on eldorado walk track, -37.36148998, 147.13713999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
551, on eldorado walk track, -37.36134998, 147.13725999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
552, on eldorado tk. see unknown tk accross valley, -37.36132998, 147.13733999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
553, on eldorado walk track, -37.36058998, 147.13735999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
554, on eldorado walk track, -37.35745998, 147.13923999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
555, on eldorado walk track, -37.35716998, 147.13981999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
556, on eldorado walk track, -37.35664998, 147.14040999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
557, on eldorado walk track, -37.35635998, 147.14062999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
558, on eldorado walk track, -37.35560998, 147.14174999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
559, on eldorado walk track, -37.35540998, 147.14209999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
560, on eldorado walk track, -37.35547998, 147.14358999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
561, on eldorado walk track, -37.35558998, 147.14414999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
562, on eldorado walk track, -37.35559998, 147.14485999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
588,  on eldorado walk track, -37.36454998, 147.13371999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
589,  on eldorado walk track, -37.36428998, 147.13452999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
590,  on eldorado walk track, -37.36448998, 147.13471999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
591,  on eldorado walk track, -37.36488998, 147.13554999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
592,  on eldorado walk track, -37.36495998, 147.13576999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
593,  on eldorado walk track, -37.36493998, 147.13600999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
594,  on eldorado walk track, -37.36446998, 147.13595999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
595,  on eldorado walk track, -37.36403998, 147.13576999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
596,  on eldorado walk track, -37.36371998, 147.13569999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
597,  on eldorado walk track, -37.36335998, 147.13596999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
598, on eldorado walk track, -37.35553998, 147.14506999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
599, on eldorado walk track, -37.35546998, 147.14504999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
600, on eldorado walk track, -37.35531998, 147.14489999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
601, on eldorado walk track, -37.35509998, 147.14455999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
602, on eldorado walk track, -37.35486998, 147.14424999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
603, on eldorado walk track, -37.35486998, 147.14423999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
604, on eldorado walk track, -37.35461998, 147.14377999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
605, on eldorado walk track, -37.35436998, 147.14344999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
613, walk to eldorado, -37.35098998, 147.14795999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
614, walk to eldorado, -37.35151998, 147.14743999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
615, walk to eldorado, -37.35186998, 147.14705999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
616, walk to eldorado, -37.35265998, 147.14661999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
617, walk to eldorado, -37.35371998, 147.14588999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
618, walk to eldorado, -37.35435998, 147.14455999, YELLOW, CIRCLE
1046,on switchback , -37.35514996, 147.14457993, YELLOW, CIRCLE

Grant-Crooked River, Eldorado Spur Track
 To explore this track on GPSVisualizer, copy and 
paste this track log to the Plot Data Points page at 
GPSVisualizer.com

This is a composite track log, compiled in 
segments over several visits.



Britannia Spur Track to Crooked River (Refer map,with its track annotations, p. 16)

Spur track leads back to Britannia 
adit

No visible track in this section, just 
bash thru scrub, and follow ridge

No visible track from this point, we just 
followed easiest ridge down after 
deciding eastmost spur too steep

Huts

Collingwood Spur track

Walk off at right angle bend



NAME, DESCRIPTION, LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, COLOR, SYMBOL
682, stopeout from lower adit scandinavian, -37.36016, 147.1234, GREEN, CIRCLE
683, upper adit scandinavian, -37.3602, 147.12315, GREEN, CIRCLE
684, upper adit scandinavian, -37.36022, 147.12294, GREEN, CIRCLE
685, track to ridge from uppr adit, -37.36031, 147.12284, GREEN, CIRCLE
686, track to ridge from uppr adit, -37.36042, 147.12273, GREEN, CIRCLE
687, track to ridge from uppr adit, -37.3606, 147.12251, GREEN, CIRCLE
688, track to ridge from uppr adit, -37.36078, 147.12234, GREEN, CIRCLE
689, track to ridge from uppr adit, -37.36095, 147.12204, GREEN, CIRCLE
690, track to ridge from lower adit, -37.362, 147.12166, GREEN, CIRCLE
691, track to ridge from lower adit, -37.36216, 147.12144, GREEN, CIRCLE
692, track to ridge from lower adit, -37.36234, 147.12114, GREEN, CIRCLE
693, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36296, 147.12028, GREEN, CIRCLE
694, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36324, 147.11985, GREEN, CIRCLE
708, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36402, 147.11854, GREEN, CIRCLE
709, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36426, 147.11745, GREEN, CIRCLE
710, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36486, 147.11657, GREEN, CIRCLE
711, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36513, 147.11615, GREEN, CIRCLE
712, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36525, 147.11573, GREEN, CIRCLE
713, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36534, 147.11513, GREEN, CIRCLE
714, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36505, 147.1137, GREEN, CIRCLE
715, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36501, 147.11279, GREEN, CIRCLE
716, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36502, 147.11163, GREEN, CIRCLE
717, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36556, 147.10971, GREEN, CIRCLE
718, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36639, 147.10955, GREEN, CIRCLE
719, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.367, 147.10926, GREEN, CIRCLE
720, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.36806, 147.10894, GREEN, CIRCLE
721, following scandinavian ridge to crooked rv, -37.37093, 147.10973, GREEN, CIRCLE
722, hut site with axe, -37.37127, 147.11043, GREEN, CIRCLE
723, walkoff car park, -37.37387, 147.10683, GREEN, CIRCLE
724, , -37.3661, 147.11468, GREEN, CIRCLE
726, Returned to ute, -37.34565992, 147.12458007, GREEN, CIRCLE
835, Start walkoff Collingwood spur tk, -37.34571992, 147.12452007, GREEN, CIRCLE
836, No track yet, going down spur, -37.34691992, 147.12437007, GREEN, CIRCLE
837, No track, broken glass, -37.34732992, 147.12445007, GREEN, CIRCLE
838, No track, broken whiskey bottle, -37.34928992, 147.12458007, GREEN, CIRCLE
839, , -37.35161992, 147.12546007, GREEN, CIRCLE
840, on a groove center ridge, must be track, -37.35195992, 147.12562007, GREEN, CIRCLE
841, Definite track, but not much definition, -37.35274992, 147.12591007, GREEN, CIRCLE
842, , -37.35345992, 147.12590007, GREEN, CIRCLE
843, , -37.35384992, 147.12588007, GREEN, CIRCLE
844, , -37.35424992, 147.12571007, GREEN, CIRCLE
845, , -37.35456992, 147.12556007, GREEN, CIRCLE
846, , -37.35503992, 147.12515007, GREEN, CIRCLE
847, On track, -37.35585992, 147.12476007, GREEN, CIRCLE
848, , -37.35679992, 147.12413007, GREEN, CIRCLE
849, Track deviates around rock outcrop, -37.35704992, 147.12399007, GREEN, CIRCLE
850, on tk, little definition, -37.35789992, 147.12358007, GREEN, CIRCLE
851, Saddle levels, clear tk, -37.35846992, 147.12330007, GREEN, CIRCLE
852, , -37.35866992, 147.12323007, GREEN, CIRCLE
853, , -37.36008992, 147.12230007, GREEN, CIRCLE
854, , -37.36040992, 147.12202007, GREEN, CIRCLE
855, Outcrop broken qtz, look across to Vic ck meet eldorado ck, -37.36088992, 147.12153007, GREEN, CIRCLE
856, Large exploratory dig, lots quartz, -37.36100992, 147.12122007, GREEN, CIRCLE
857, , -37.36158992, 147.11969007, GREEN, CIRCLE

Britannia Spur Track
 To explore this track on GPSVisualizer, copy and 
paste this track log to the Plot Data Points page at 
GPSVisualizer.com

This is a composite track log, compiled in 
segments over several visits.



Hibernia, and mines of Union Jack Spur



Mines to west of Grant township



A  similar view from previous page, as extracted from  publication “G12989_285M2” 
from Geological Survey of Victoria, Earth Resources Policy and Programs



More detail on mines north west of Grant



A  similar view  of mines to NW of the Grant township  from previous page, as 
extracted from  publication “G12989_285M2” from Geological Survey of Victoria, 
Earth Resources Policy and Programs



Mines south west of Grant



An earlier view  of mines to SW of the Grant township  from previous page, as 
extracted from  publication “G12989_285M2” from Geological Survey of Victoria, 
Earth Resources Policy and Programs



Talbotville and Winchester. Lower, extracted from  publication “G12989_285M2” from 
Geological Survey of Victoria, Earth Resources Policy and Programs  



Uncle Tom and Good Hope



Copy of Tourist Information board at junction of Dargo and Wonnangatta roads.



Track from Grant to Stonewall junction, known as Mining Track 276. There were no Track 
Notes available from GEOVIC for this track, but I believe it is the track we followed only to 
the Rubbly as per accompanying track map.

           “G4473_track-276_plan” Downloaded from  Geological Survey of Victoria, Earth Resources Policy and Programs 

Another artery of the Grant Historic area. This one ran from Grant, 
above the Union mine, descended past the Rubbly and on  down to 
Good Luck creek.



We walked the upper portion of this track, per this track log.

name , time , desc , latitude , longitude
1 , 4:01:06PM , 1032m  Start  benched track, to Rubbly ,-37.33447995,147.1522401
2 , 4:02:59PM , on formed track, probably 'Track 276' ,-37.33445995,147.1525701
3 , 4:03:30PM , on formed track ,-37.33447995,147.1528201
4 , 4:04:54PM , on formed track ,-37.33455995,147.1533101
5 , 4:06:22PM , on formed track ,-37.33461995,147.1538901
6 , 4:07:32PM , on formed track ,-37.33471995,147.1544001
7 , 4:09:59PM , on formed track ,-37.33495995,147.1547801
8 , 4:17:50PM , on formed track ,-37.33443995,147.1525301
9 , 4:18:46PM , on formed track ,-37.33457995,147.1520801
10 , 4:19:28PM , on formed track ,-37.33474995,147.1518401
11 , 4:20:32PM , on formed track ,-37.33493995,147.1514301
12 , 4:21:19PM , probably Rubbly above us ,-37.33497995,147.1511401
13 , 4:22:30PM , ,-37.33490995,147.1509801
14 , 4:24:04PM , track forks. One descends to adit below, other cont. at this level ,-37.33483995,147.1508701
15 , 4:25:22PM , adit at point of spur collapsed, looks over to adit below ,-37.33481995,147.1507401
16 , 4:27:16PM , ,-37.33513995,147.1505301
17 , 4:29:11PM , ,-37.33534995,147.1502201
18 , 4:35:47PM , ,-37.33506995,147.1495001
19 , 4:37:12PM , ,-37.33485995,147.1490101
20 , 4:38:58PM , ,-37.33450995,147.1487201
21 , 4:39:43PM , 994m  hutsite and mine, not known ,-37.33441995,147.1486901
22 , 4:47:31PM , , -37.33450995,147.1487001
23 , 4:59:16PM , collapsed adit. Track continues. ,-37.33477995,147.1505201
24 , 5:01:35PM , ,-37.33487995,147.1504501
25 , 5:02:22PM , ,-37.33499995,147.1503101
26 , 5:03:02PM , ,-37.33508995,147.1501401
27 , 5:05:19PM , Lower Rubbly adit, bucket, cut outs. Accessible , -37.33479995,147.1502601
28 , 5:32:07PM , ,-37.33484995,147.1508601
29 , 5:33:52PM , cut, but no mine above tk ,-37.33496995,147.1509701
30 , 5:37:18PM , 1024m Stacked stones, possible collapsed adit ,-37.33519995,147.1510901
31 , 5:39:34PM , 1038m Opened area,  loadout? Look down on collapsed  adit ,-37.33521995,147.1511501
32 , 5:45:35PM , 1048m air shaft ,-37.33542995,147.1512701
33 , 5:47:00PM , ,-37.33541995,147.1513401
34 , 6:38:07PM , ,-37.33556995,147.1566701
35 , 6:38:48PM ,  back on track ,-37.33563995,147.1569201
36 , 6:39:20PM , ,-37.33574995,147.1572001
37 , 6:40:21PM , cross Union Spur here,  follow contour back toward Union mine ,-37.33597995,147.1574701
38 , 6:45:29PM , track barely visible here, heads around Union ,-37.33604995,147.1575701

Track log in a form that you can copy and paste into GPSVisualizer.com, to repeat the map on following page. If 
you hover cursor above any point, the track note is displayed



Track log displayed in GPSVisualizer.  Walk off point on Union Spur track was very poorly defined for first 25m, then 
track formation became clear and easy to follow. Even immediately after the fires, it was an effort to recognise the 
track on the south side of Union Spur.

Upper section. Track from Grant to Stonewall junction, known 
as Mining Track 276. 

Track 276 is well defined in places, but difficult to find 
in others. At our last visit, some sections were totally 
over grown with scrub.



Map overlay by Fred Sargent, in whom all Copyright resides. Reproduced with permission.

Fred Sargent has spent many years mapping the mines of the Crooked River, and Victoria’s North 
East. This map is divided in two for display on the next two pages, and is handy for getting a 
general idea of mine locations. Those mines prefixed with “U” are mines or diggings of unknown 
heritage.



Map overlay by Fred Sargent, in whom all Copyright resides. Reproduced with permission.

Mines of the GRANT HISTORIC AREA, NORTH



Map overlay by Fred Sargent, in whom all Copyright resides. Reproduced with permission.

Mines of the GRANT HISTORIC AREA, SOUTH



Production tables for publicly listed mines help put this goldfield into perspective.

“G50338_Grant_gold_production” downloaded from Geological Survey of Victoria  Earth Resources Policy and Programs.
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General Caveats 

Because of the intervening years since our field visits in 2007, and rapid regrowth, sites 
described in these pages may no longer be easily or safely visited. 

Adits and shafts may be unstable, or contain foul air. We do not recommend entering adits or 
shafts.

Your preparation should include a carefully prepared backpack.  In particular please note:- 

Walking in these areas, off defined tracks, is dangerous. It is in no way what most would 
understand as regular “bushwalking” In at many places we found shafts hidden, with no visible 
mullock;  One of these is in the gully where you would naturally walk from the road to the Union 
adit, and looks as if it may be an air shaft about 30m deep. Another is on Britannia spur between 
upper and lower Britannia adits. Probably the deepest shaft, with fish-fern covering the shaft, is at 
the Hibernia.

At this altitude, even in summer, the weather can change in an instant from fine and warm to an 
icy blizzard. Take appropriate clothes in your backpack. 

The steepness of spurs, and remoteness of sites, requires fitness. Finding some of these mines 
is nothing like normal bush walking on formed and known trails. 

In particular, the amount of water you will need through a Summer’s day is more than you may 
think.  A packet of water purifying pills in your kit is good insurance.

Isolation means help is not going to be easy to find. Plan accordingly. Leave accurate maps of 
your intentions. Arrange for adequate communications, including a personal distress beacon. 

Carry a GPS and maps, with a backup compass. Some gullies are so steep your GPS, distress 
beacon, or sat-phone will not work correctly. Scrub has become so thick in places you can easily 
become totallydisoriented.

Snakes are not a real problem, except that on traversing steep slopes, your head may be very 
close to “baskers.” 

We have stumbled across huge European Wasp nests. Disturbing one may be a disaster. Wear a 
hat with a drop net, and have anti-histamine pills in your pack. Not equal to an epi-pen, but may 
be sufficient to save a  life. (NOT medical advice, get your own. Just noting my practice) 

Stumbles, trips and slips possibly present the greatest worry. A broken bone in isolated country is 
a major! Consider a walking party size of at least four for remote walks, so no one has to be left 
unaccompanied.

Some adits have a winze (shaft) in the floor. Carry a good torch! 

Some regrowth is so thick that visibility may only be a metre. Keep together! 

Of concern to many who now walk in remote bush is the wild dog, or more particularly, packs of 
wild cross bred dogs. How you prepare for this is up to you. I see the air horn is popular in the 
USA.

Essential! Learn to use a walking pole. The extra balance point and leverage makes descendng 
steep slopes easy. 



(General caveat, continued)
Parks Victoria warns against entering mines.

Apart from danger from rock falls, we again draw your attention to hazards that may not
be evident.

1. Winze on the floor of an adit, covered with planks that are now  rotten. Photo, below right is 
on the floor of the Triumph adit. Similar in Good Hope #4 adit, and upper Britannia adit.

2. Shafts not marked, or not evident.
   Example:- As you walk off the Union Spur Track down the gully to the Union mine, 
there is an air shaft, about 30m deep. It has absolutely no mullock heap  to flag its presence. 
Photo, below left,  was taken after the fires, but at our last visit this shaft is hidden in light 
bracken.  

3. Erosion around open cuts. This picture below shows a one metre overhang (located between 
the Union adit and Grant township), which if walked on would dump you 6m down an open stope.  
 

4. Loose rocks. After the fires, and subsequent downpours, a lot of topsoil washed away, leaving 
whole hillsides covered in “scree”

5. Bad air. Jack Treasure abandoned the Treasury mine because of it, and an early  tragedy at 
Clifton Creek, where two miners died attests that the problem is real. Do a dust test for moving air 
just inside the entrance if you are entering.
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